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Why the COVID-19 pandemic was a 'strategic surprise' or Indonesia 

I
ndonesia was and remains ut 
terly unprepared to deal with 

the COVID-19 crisis . Many 
have argued that tl1e pandemic is 
Indonesia 's biggest "strategic sur 
prise " in decades . 

A strategic surprise is simply 
an unpredicted development or 
event with decisive and transfor 
mative, sometimes revolutionary, 

effects. Some might even argue 

that it is an unforeseen magical 
"black swan " event. 

But by uncritically painting the 
pandemic as an unforeseen strate 

gic surprise, some analysts may im
plicitly or inadvertently absolve the 
government of any responsibility. 
After all, they argue, COVID-19 was 

a "non -natural disaster " that many 
states could not have predicted . 

Clearly this claim is wrong. Sci
entists, epidemiologists and glob

al health scholars l1ave warned 
about a pandemic for years . Vari
ous public health outbreaks, from 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syn
drome (SARS) to Ebola, over the 

past two decades should have 
driven this point home. 

More importantly, research 
shows that events deemed as stra 
tegic surprises are not inherently 

surprising by nature . Political sci-

entists Charles Parker and Eric 
Stern note in the journal Politi

cal Psychology (2002) that strate

gic surprises such as 9/11 or Pearl 
Harbor might be seen instead as 
the victim 's lack of preparedness 

based on erroneous judgements 
of whether, when, where and how 
it would be "attacked ". 

Military analyst Ephraim Kam 

argues in Surprise Attack: The 
Victim 's Perspective (1988) that 

a strategic surprise consists of 
three elements . 

First, the event (or attack) 

seems inconsistent with the vic
tim 's expectations and assump
tions . In other words, how "sur
prising and disruptive " an event is 
depends on the nature and depth 

of the assumptions guiding the 
victim 's assessment . 

Despite ample warnings from 
dozens of countries hit by COV

ID -19 outbreaks throughout Feb
ruary and early March, Indonesian 
policymakers were in denial. They 
publicly clung to unfounded as
sumptions about the "saving pow

er " of Indonesia 's temperature or 
humidity . Some even implied that 

traditional herbs or dishes could 
be antidotes to the virus while oth

ers suggested that prayers would 
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be sufficient to stem any viral tide. 

Part of the problem stems from 

ignorance of public health and 
science . Consider the fact that 
many policymakers still refuse to 

examine Indonesia 's avian influ

enza outbreak a few years ago as a 
public health emergency . Instead, 
they parrot conspiracy theories 

about the role of great powers in 
"weaponizing and commercializ

ing " the virus. 
Another part of the problem is 

the recent "securitization " of pub

lic health including the pandemic. 
When security officials manage a 
problem, transparency, data reli
ability and open communication 
- critical requirements in public 

health emergencies - are rarely 
part of the equation. That the cur
rent administration remains un

tested in national emergencies 

and obsessed with infrastructure 

and investments further suggests 

there was a lack of incentives in 
seeking out dissenting voices on a 
possible outbreak. 

The pandemic itself, in other 

words, was not literally "surpris 
ing " but it took us by surprise be
cause policymakers held faulty 
and erroneous assumptions. 

Second, a strategic surprise im 

plies there is a failure in advance 

warning . The strength of the sur 
prise is often in reverse propor 

tion to the timing and clarity of 

the early warning. 
On this front, it is ironic that 

some officials are citing "intel 

ligence modelling " as a basis to 
make public health decisions, 

even though the intelligence 
community should have warned 
us earlier about the pandemic. 

If we look at public statements 

by former government and intel -

ligence officials as well as observ
ers over the past two months, many 

hinted at conspiracy theories about 
the novel coronavirus as a ''biologi
cal weapon ". Consequently, rather 
than boosting our medical intelli
gence, our energy is spent on sepa

rating noise from signal . 
Nevertheless, President Joko 

"Jokowi " Widodo acknowledged 
that he relied on an "intelligence 

approach " in managing the out
break to prevent the public from 

panicking . While it is unclear 
what that approach entails, it is 

plausible that the intelligence 
community warned political 
leaders about the pandemic but 
they failed to respond, or they ig
nored the assessment provided. 

Either way, if we accept the pan

demic was a strategic surprise for 
Indonesia, we have to ask difficult 

questions about our intelligence 
assessments in the near future . 

Finally, a strategic surprise lays 
bare the lack of adequate prepa
rations by the victim. From this 
benchmark, even if the adminis

tration had the right ass1unptions 
about the pandemic and had lis
tened to the best intelligence warn
ing, Indonesia may still not have 

had the capacity to respond rapidly. 

Almost eve1y major indica 
tor - from hospital beds, isolation 

wards and ventilators, to doctors 
and more - tells us that Indone 
sia's health system is seriously un 

prepared . The 2019 Global Health 
Security Index ranked Indone 

sia's emergency preparedness and 
response planning as well as its 
health capacity in clinics, hospitals 

and community care centers at 67 

and 69 out of 195 countries respec 
tively. The same index also scored 
Indonesia 's major risks - political 
and security, infrastructure ad
equacy and public health vulner 

abilities - quite poorly. 

This should not be surprising . 
Indonesia 's healthcare expen 

diture in 2016 was only roughly 
3 percent of our gross domes 
tic product (GDP), according to 
World Bank data. By comparison, 
South Korea spent around 7 per 

cent and Australia about 9 per 

cent of their GDP on health care . 
These three benchmarks show 

the pandemic was not some magi
cal ''black swan" . It was a disaster 

in the making - one that was fore 

seeable and manageable, even if not 
necessarily preventable. The gov
ernment is absolutely responsible 

for the unfolding catastrophe. 


